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Energy spectrum of superfluid turbulence: 
Numerical Analysis of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation 
with the small scale dissipation 








We investigated dynamics of superfiuid turbulence by the Gross聞Pitaevskiiequation and its 
relation to conventional classical turbulence. We introduced the dissipation term which is effec-
tive only in the scale smaller than the core size of quantized vortices， and found that the energy 
spectrum of superfluid turbuience was consistent with the Kolmogorov law which is one of the 
most important statistical laws of classical turbulence. 
The steady state for fully developed turbulence of an incompressible classical fluid follows the 
Kolmogorov law 
E(k) = C f.2/ 3k-5/ 3 • (1) 
for the energy spectrum in the inertial range [1]. Here the energy spectrum E(k) is defined as 
E = I dk E(k)， where E is the kinetic energy per unit mass， k isthe wave number from the 
Fourier transformation of the velocity field and C is the dimensionless Kolmogorov constant. 
Recentlyうthereare many discussions about whether this law can also support superfiuid turbu-
lence which consists of topological defects， "qua凶 zedvortices" [2]. By using Gross-Pitaevskii 
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equation which can describeもhedynamics of superfiuid七urbulence，Nore et al. studied the en-
ergy spectrum of superfiuid turbulence [3]. The spectrum of the incompressible kinetic energy is 
temporarily consistent with the Kolmogorov law. However， the consistency becomes weak in七he
late stage when dynamics is dominated by small scale excitations createdもhroughreconnec七ions
of q凶 ntizedvortices [4]. 
In this work， we introduced a dissipation term that works only on scales smaller than the core 
size of vorticesごandsolved the following Fourier transformed Gross-Pitaevskii equation 
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k1，k2 
where V is the volume of the system，μis the chemical potential， g isthe coupling constant 
between particles and争(k，t) isもheFourier component of the macroscopic wave function of Bose 
condensation with the wave number k. i(k) = ioB(k -27rjF，) is the introduced dissipation term 
and e証ective0叫yin small scale k > 2πjF". 
Figure 1 (a) is one example of superfiuid turbulence given by七hesimulation of Eq. (2). 
Figure 1 (b) is the spectrum of the incompressible kinetic energy and shows that our superfiuid 




図1:(a) Plot of quantized vortices in the case of g = 1. (b) Comparison between the Kolmogorov 
law and the spectrum of incompressible kinetic energy Ekin(k). 
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